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ZRMANJA RIVER KAYAK TOUR 

 

Easy kayak tour from Obrovac to the Novigrad Sea. Velebit Nature Park. Zadar region. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

Our hidden beauty - Zrmanja - a tipical karst river. It rises in the southern area of Plješivica 

mountain and flows through the canyon towards the Novigrad sea in distance of 69 km. 

 

By sea-kayaks (2+1, sit-on-top) you can be lowered from Obrovac to the estuary in lenght of 

some 14 km. Zrmanja flows more slowly here, taking you easily to the mouth.  

 

Explore and  experience this amazing nature. Enjoy gliding down the calm river. 

 

The tour is not too demanding and is also suitable for families with children. Our sea kayaks 

are stabile, easy to paddle. No previeous experience needed. 

 

 
 

FACT SHEET 
 

Difficulty: Easy 

Effective kayaking:  3-4 hours 

Duration: 5-6 hours 

Distance:  14 km 

Fitness level required: average physical condition, fit, healthy 
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Age Recommendations: 6 and older  

Start: Obrovac 

Availability: April to October 

Departure time:  9 AM or as agreed 

Onsite Facilities: no 

Group size: The minimum group size is 4 guests, maximum  8. Less people or larger groups 

price on equest. 

 

Guide: a trained guide, speaking Croatian, English and/or German 

 

Price: 280,00 kn 

 

 

What’s included? - car transfer from Starigrad or Maslenica bridge, guide, sea-kayak, 

lifejackets, paddles, waterproof barrels. 

 

What to bring? -  light footwear, T-shirt, hat, sun cream, packed meal, energy snacks, 2l 

bottle of water, swimmers, towel, first aid kit, mobile phone, ID, dry clothes, . 

 

BOOKINGS:  

 

Hotel Rajna, Starigrad-Paklenica, HR, www.hotel-rajna.com, rajna-paklenica@inet.hr, 

tel: ++385 (0)98 272 878  
 
Please note: 

 

The tour is subject to favorable weather and seasonal conditions. The operator has the right to 

cancel the tour due to bad weather condition or to the circumstances beyond our control. 
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